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About This Game

Tomoyo finds himself at his grandmother Umi's beach resort, looking forward to a great summer where he can finally put the
past to rest and possibly take his life forward in a better way than the coasting he was doing up until now.

Of Course there Is Always A Catch...

And now it looks like his summer vacation is dashed on the rocks before it begins.

The only upside is the many beautiful female staff members working at the resort.

Features

* Multi-Choice and directional story
* Multiple pathways and multiple endings

* Good, Bad and Fun endings
* Several different possible romances

* Huge variety of characters and locations
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Where to start? This was sooo much fun - 19 different endings (4 Good, 4 Odd, 11 Bad)

THE THINGS I LIKED - lots & lots of choices and interaction - nice artwork - oh, and the music - It takes plenty of time to get
all the different endings & to complete the Achievements, too, so it's a good price especially on sale - it was well written with
just a few grammar issues (no biggie)

THE THINGS I DIDN'T LIKE - I'm surprised\/happy to say nothing comes to mind

Both versions (Steam & original) are enjoyable.

Spoiler --  Wow - so Yuuki is into Cosplay, too -- I liked the Merman ending best. This is my first VN and as an experienced
hentai watcher I have to say this game is a must own for anyone looking for a nice game to play with the lights down low. I
would say this game MUST be played with the uncensored patch in order to get the full "experience". Hope I helped at least one
person bust a nut. Good Luck. so far in episode 1 it was ok nothing to write home about i kind of want to say to try it out
also why is this tagged as a horror i didnt get any horror vibes from it. Some people review this bad but here is my perspective.

ive fully completed the game and with this game that has multiple storylines.

some stories are short while the other goes on for a long time wich is actually quite fun!

at the beginning i wasnt too sure cause for some reason i did not feel too great with the artstyle but eventually i didnt even think
about that anymore.

i can asure you you can have a full day of fun at least!

so if you just need something quick to play
(and you are a little horndog in wich i suggest get the uncensored patch)
then this is just perfect for you!

not too involving
chance to experiment what happens when you do what.

btw its the classic story of im a loser (ish) and suddenly dating magic type of story.. Interesting game. You are Tomoyo (Tomo)
and you have just been asked to take over a resort complex for your grandmother. She is testing you for possible inheritance,
and she's... getting close to passing on. The resort is filled with pretty girls, of which six are very interested in you... though at
least a couple might not be the... most conventional... Anyway, through your actions you hopefully will make the resort
successful and find a new love.

This is supposed to be the first of a trilogy, but I shall have to see how... inclusive the other two parts are.
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I've changed this review completly as the game has changed totally. Despite what some have said this is a much better game, but
you must (should) get the patch, free from his web site. If the start screen doesn't say uncensored version then it's not adult. If
you're looking for a non-adult vn then this probably isn't for you.

A lot of different endings, track your progress through the unlocked images in the gallery.

Be sure to check the text options to get the speed and style of play you're looking for.

This is now worth it. Of course improvements could be made, we don't all have the same tastes, but this is well worth it, looking
forward to more.. Had lots of sex but got the "Slacker" bad ending.
You win some, you lose some I guess.

10\/10 would slack off again. (4\/10)
Not a full game. Would recommend waiting till more chapters\/episodes are released.

Plot and characters are clearly still in development but art style is refreshingly different and would like to see more in addition
to seeing how choices affect the story. The romance scenes are lacking in interest and originality.

At this point I cannot recommend and would suggest wait buying until it's completed.. Hey everybody, this game has finally
made into it's "Remastered" Edition and let me tell you, it's still terrible. One thing I see thrown around is that the old version
had a good plot, that's not true. The first version has a lot of the same problems I listed in my FIRST review of this visual novel.
The characters are all just assembly line stereotypes or they have nothing to make them stand out from the others and they all
just want to pull their knickers down for you as soon as they meet you. The sounds are at a bare minimum and they couldn't
make the effort for shop doorbell sounds. Overall the "plot" is just an excuse to throw various sex scenes at you, there's little to
no character in these people at all, it's just not worth your money. This visual novel is a great example of what I think of the
studio who made this game: Dharker Studios. Overall their visual novels are incredibly manipulative and lazy, preying on the
market of horny guys or girls with their overly "enthusiastic" character art. (Which basically means their breasts are the size of a
bus.) With little to no story and rushed, forced sex scenes that are obviously there not because it fits, but to make money. DO
NOT BUY THIS GAME!

My old list of problems I still think is relevant:

1. The characters, events and dialogue in this game are not good AT ALL whatsoever. There's this big emotional moment in this
game having to do with a certain character's health condition and it's only focused on once and is not emotional AT ALL! The
characters just accept this and carry on with their daily lives not giving a CRAP about someone's very serious health condition.

2. No matter what you do each of the girls will come to you in a specific order and ask you to screw them. You still get a choice,
but even if you avoid them the whole game they still come to you claiming they "love you" and that they want to screw you and
be in bed with you... WHY! To make the donators happy? That's no excuse!

3. There are NO SOUNDS FOR SHOP DOORBELLS! Come on, no sounds for shop doorbells? There's no sounds for any
common noises or actions that you could easily just get.

4.The dialogue is forced, rushed and a bit sloppy, it never feels like an actual conversation it just feels awkward and unreal as
these conversations are so non-emotional and quick there's hardly any time for the characters to describe themselves well.
Topping it off with spelling errors like "conffused" or "dokter"

5. I don't feel any emotion to ANY of the events or characters described because the game forces them along like they are
NOTHING!

6. The characters are all one note wonders and are not complex at all.. this game is very silly, and the fan service can be a bit on
the nose, but together it's what one expects from this style of game. one of the only flaws I feel I must point out is: if you are
looking for a story or characters that you can relate to, you might not find it here.. What the hell did I just play?!

The Beach Bounce that I grew to admire has been replaced with utter GARBAGE!
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Those who have never played the original Beach Bounce are going to be confused as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665! Tomoyo's
backstory is gone, how he ended up at the Beach Bounce resort isn't explained at the beginning. New players are going to regret
their purchase as they try to figure out just what the hell is going on.

The calm, cool, and collected Tomoyo is gone and replaced with a sad excuse for a human being. The shy and loving Mineko is
now replaced with a wild child. Why oh why did you replace Mineko's personality?! WHY! Rei isn't the tsundere I fell in love
with, just naturally \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665y instead. Sakura is less a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but thats
what made her character so unique. No one really cares about Nymph. And Minami? She's barely even there. The only person
that hasn't changed is Aiko.

Yuuki's professionalism is gone and now she's a total \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 at times.

The story has been replaced and it didn't need to be. The characters are downgraded and a likeable protagonist is now a damn
loser.

I wish they had kept the old story and expanded on the end of the 2nd episode. Not give us something with so much grammer
errors it's not even funny.

3\/10: Terrible. Absolutely terrible. It only escapes being worse because the artwork is beautiful, the new music is perfect during
happy and sad moments and there were some moments that were average.

The tagline in the trailor is Have a summer you won't forget. I want to forget this so called summer ever happened. Do not buy,
not worth the purchase.
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